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Through the Stueckelberg Term, Hamiltonian
and BRST Formulations
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(11.XI.1996)

Abstract A chiral Schwinger model with the Faddeevian regularization à la Mitra is studied in
the light-front frame. The front-form theory is found to be gauge-non-invariant. The Hamiltonian
formulation of this gauge-non-invariant theory is first investigated and then the Stueckelberg term
for this theory is constructed. Finally, the Hamiltonian and BRST formulations of the resulting
gauge-invariant theory, obtained by the inclusion of the Stueckelberg term in the action of the
above gauge-non-invariant theory, are investigated with some specific gauge choices.

1 Introduction

The Chiral Schwinger Model (CSM) in one-space one-time dimension has attracted very
wide interest in the recent years [1-10] the model describes a massless Dirac field ip(x,t)
in two dimensions with only one of its chiral components coupled to a U(l) gauge field
Ati(x,t) [1]. Jackiw and Rajaraman [1]. in particular have considered a gauge anomalous
Chiral Schwinger model [1], By studying the field equations and propagator obtained
from the effective gauge field action, they concluded [1] that the theory was not gauge
invariant, but was unitary and amenable to particle interpretation [1]. They also found
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that the vector gauge boson necessarily acquires a mass when consistency and unitarity
are demanded.

The Jackiw-Rajaraman model [1-7] is found to admit exact solutions in positive metric
Hilbert space, respecting unitarity, provided that the Jackiw-Rajaraman (J-R) regularization

parameter a (introduced in Ref. [1] is restricted to the range a > 1 [1]. In fact, the
model is seen to yield a sensible theory for a class of regularizations [1] and the spectrum
of the theory is seen to depend on the regularization in a crucial way. The class of regularization

that have been considered involve the dimensionless J-R regularization parameter
a. For a > 1 the theory is sensible. The spectrum of the theory for a > 1 contains a

massive photon in addition to a massless fermion and for a 1 only a massless fermion.

Very recently, Mitra [10] has considered a new regularization which does not belong
to the above class. With this regularization [10] the photon is once again massive and
the massless fermion present in the theory has (unlike the J-R regularization) a chirality
opposite to that entering the interaction with the electromagnetic field [10]. Further, this
regularization, being in accordance with the Faddeev's picture [11] of anomalous gauge
theories, has been called by Mitra [10] as the '"Faddeevian regularization" [10,11].

It is important to mention here at this point that the nature of the matrix of the
Poisson brackets of the constraints of the theory decides the nature of the set of constraints
of the theory [12] and also as to whether the theory is gauge-invariant or not : so that if the
matrix is singular than the set of constraints of the theory is first-class and the theory is

gauge-invariant (and if the matrix is null matrix and therefore also singular then the theory-
is a true or bonafide gauge-invariant theory) and if the matrix is non-singular than the set of
constraints of the theory is second-class and the theory is gauge-non-invariant. Further, in
the last case, if the matrix of the Poisson brackets of the constraints of the theory becomes

non-singular because of the non-vanishing Poisson bracket of the Gauss law constraint of
the theory with itself (-called Faddeev's anomaly [11.10]). so that the constraints become
second-class and the theory becomes gauge-non-invariant or it looses gauge-invariance
because of this Faddeev's anomaly [11.10] then the theory fits into the Faddeev's scenario
[11,10]. In the Chiral Schwinger model with the Faddeevian regularization considered by
Mitra [10], the Faddeevian mechanism works because the constraints of the theory become
second class through the Faddeev's anomaly for the Gauss law constraint of the theory.

Mitra [10] has studied the Hamiltonian formulation of the above Chiral Schwinger
model with the Faddeevian regularization in a recent paper [10.11] in the instant-form
[13], where the instant-form theory is seen to be gauge-non-invariant possessing a set of
three second-class constraints.

In the present work, we study the above theory in the light-front frame. The front-
form theory is also found to be gauge-non-invariant possessing a set of three second-
class constraints. The Hamiltonian formulation of this gauge-non-invariant front-form
theory is first presented in Section 3A, and then the Stueckelberg term [14.9,7.15] for this
theory is constructed. Finally, the Hamiltonian [12] and Becchi-Rouet-Stora and Tyutin
(BRST) [16,15,17,9,7] formulations of the resulting theory, obtained by the inclusion of
the Stueckelberg term in the action of the above gauge-non-invariant front-form theory,
are investigated with some specific gauge choice in Sections 3C and 3D.
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Further, in the usual Hamiltonian formulation of a gauge-invariant theory under some
gauge-fixing conditions, one necessarily destroys the gauge invariance of the theory by
fixing the gauge (which converts a set of first-class constraints into a set of second-class
constraints, implying a breaking of gauge invariance under the gauge fixing). To achieve
the quantization of a gauge-invariant theory such that the gauge invariance of the theory
is maintained even under gauge fixing, one goes to a more generalized procedure called
the BRST formulation [16,15,17.9,7]. In the BRST formulation [16.15.17.9.7] of a gauge-
invariant theory, the theory is rewritten as a quantum system that possesses a generalized
gauge invariance called the BRST symmetry. For this, one enlarges the Hilbert space of the

gauge-invariant theory and replaces the notion of the gauge transformation, which shifts
operators by c-number functions, by a BRST transformation, which mixes operators having
différent statistics. In view of this, one introduces new anti-commuting variables c and c
called the Faddeev-Popov ghost and anti-ghost fields, which are Grassmann numbers on
the classical level and operators in the quantized theory, and a commuting variable b called
the Nakanishi-Lautrup field [16,15,17,9,7]. In the BRST formulation, one thus embeds a

gauge-invariant theory into a BRST invariant system, and quantum Hamiltonian of the

system (which includes the gauge-fixing contribution) commutes with the BRST charge

operator Q as well as with the anti-BRST charge operator Q, the new symmetry of the

quantum system (the BRST symmetry) that replaces the gauge invariance is maintained
(even under the gauge-fixing) and hence projecting any state onto the sector of BRST
and anti-BRST invariant states yields a theory which is isomorphic to the original gauge-
invariant theor}-. The unitarity and consistency of the BRST-invariant theory described
by the gauge-fixed quantum Lagrangian is guaranteed by the conservation and nilpotency
of the BRST charge Q.

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2. we briefly recapitulate the Chiral
Schwinger model with the Faddeevian regularization [10] in the instant-form [13]. In
Section 3. we consider this theory in the light-front frame. This front-form theory is also

found to be gauge-non-invariant. In Section 3A, the Hamiltonian formulation of this gauge-
non-invariant front-form theory is considered. The construction of the gauge-invariant
theory and the calculation of the Stueckelberg term for this gauge-non-invariant front-
form theory is considered in Section 3B. Finally, the Hamiltonian and BRST formulations
of the gauge-invariant front-form theory (obtained by the inclusion of the Stueckelberg
term) are studied in Sections 3C and 3D respectively, with some specific gauge choices.

2 The Instant-Form Theory : A Brief Recapitulation
[10]

The Chiral Schwinger model with the Faddeevian regularization due to Mitra [10] in one-

space one-time dimension in the instant-form [10,13] is described by the bosonized action
[10] :

Sn I CAdxdt (2.1a)
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Cn (U2-U,2) + e(j> + ct>')(A0-Al)
1

2
(2.16)

+ l-(À1-A'0)U i-c2(Aa-Alf-2e2A\

gT diag(+l - 1) (2.1c)

The overdots and primes denote time and space derivatives respectively. The first
term in (2.1b) represents [10] a massless boson, which is equivalent to a massless fermion
in two dimensions. The second term represents the chiral coupling of this fermion to the
electromagnetic field A The third term is the kinetic energy term of the electromagnetic
field. The last two terms involve only the electromagnetic field and may be regarded as a

signature of the regularization [10]. Here the sum of the last two terms in (2.1b) (namely,
[^e (A0 — Ax) — 2e AJ) has been chosen [10] as the mass-like term of the model [10]. to
be compared with the mass-term (|ae A A'1) of the Jackiw-Rajaraman Chiral Schwinger
model [1]; where a is the Jackiw-Rajaraman regularization parameter [1], and it has been
called a different (namely, Faddeevian) regularization in Ref. [10].

The action (2.1) is seen to possess a set of three second-class constraints [10] :

fij n0 « 0 (2.2«)

Çï2 [E' + e(n + (p')\ « 0 (2.2b)

fì3 (4, + AÌ)«0. (2.2c)

Where fi1 is a primary constraints and f22 and f23 are secondary constraints [10]. Here. n.
no and E(= n are the momenta canonically conjugate respectively to 6- A0 and Av The
matrix of the Poisson brackets of the constraints f2t is seen to be non-singular, implying
that the set of constraints Cl{ is second-class and that the theory is gauge-non-invariant
(GNI) [10]. Using the Hamilton's equations of motion of the theory that preserve the
constraints of the theory in the course of time, one can see that Ax satisfies the Klein-
Gordon equation [10] :

(D + 4e2)A1 0 (2.3)

implying that the photon has a mass 2|ej. Further, by defining a new field \ by [10] :

X tj> + (l-e)(Àl + A'ì); (2.4)

it is seen that x satisfies [10]

X + X=0 (2-5)

implying that x 's a self-dual boon, and there by showing that the theory contains a chiral
boson, which could also be thought of as a chiral fermion [10]. The fields <p, A0 and Al
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could then be expressed in terms of the free massive scalar field A± and the free self-dual
boson x (or equivalently a chiral fermion) [10]. For further details of this theory, we refer
to the work of Ref. [10].

The mass-like term of this model (i.e., the sum of the last two terms in (2.1b)) does

not have the Lorentz invariance and therefore the theory (2.1) lacks manifest Lorentz
covariance. However, the three Poincaré generators namely, the Hamiltonian operator
HR(= P'R)- the field momentum operator PR(= PR)\ and the Lorentz boost operator
AIR(= MR ): all defined on the constraints hypersurface of the theory (i.e.. under the
constraints of the theory) are seen to satisfy the Poincaré algebra [10] :

[PR, PR] Q; IMR°. P°R] -iPl : [M«\ PR] -iP° (2.6)

In view of this, the theory described by the action (2.1), despite the lack of manifest
Lorentz covariance, is seen to be implicitly Lorentz-invariant [10]. In view of the Faddeev's

arguments [11]. The gauge-non-invariant theory described by the action (2.1) would have

more physical degrees of freedom than the gauge-invariant theories because no gauge-fixing
conditions are required for quantizing the theory [10.11]. Also, the spectrum of this theory
in this Faddeevian regularization is found [10] to contain a self-dual boson [10]. This
is in contrast with the case of the Chiral Schwinger model with the Jackiw-Rajaraman
regularization schemes [1].

3 The Theory in the Light-Front Frame

3A. Hamiltonian Formulation of the Gauge-Non-Invariant Theory

In the light-front frame approach one defines the coordinates [13] :

x±= -^(x°±x1)
v^

and then writes all the quantities involved in the action in terms ofx instead of x° and x
After doing this the instant-form action of the theory given by (2.1) [10] in the light-front
frame [13] becomes :

SN f CNdx-dx+ (3.1a)

£v := (d,<p)(d_<p) + 2eA+(d+A) + -A0+A+ - d_A~)2" + - ' (3.16)
e2(A-)2+2e2A+A-
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A± -J=(A0tA1); 9± -^(30t91); (3.1c)

p"" := diag(+l, -1) : ß,v 0,1 (3.Li)

the Greek indices /li. i/. appearing in the text represent Minkowsky indices and take on
values 0 and 1. The light-cone canonical momenta obtained from C are

n+ W^) ° (3-2a)

^ w^) {d+A+-d-A~] (:i-2,,)

n=|$r(^+2c-4+) (3-2c)

where n n~~ and n are the momenta canonicallv conjugate respectively to A~. A+ and
é.

Equations (3.2a) and (3.2c) imply that £. possesses two primary constraints :

Pl (n+) « 0 (3.3a)

p2 (U-d_ó-2eA+) «0 (3.36)

The canonical Hamiltonian density corresponding to C is :

H% := n+(d+A~) + U~(d+A+) + U(d+<p) - CN

I(n-)2 + n-(ö_A-) + e2(A-)2-2e2A+A-

After including the primary constraints px and p2 in the canonical Hamiltonian density T-Lc

with the help of Lagrange multiplier fields wx and w2, one can write the total Hamiltonian
density of the theory ~KT as :

t4 \(U-)2 + (U-(d_A~) + e2(A-)2 - 2e2A\A- + Ti+Wl

+ (n - df - 2eA+)w2

The Hamilton's equations of motion of the theory obtained from the total Hamiltonian
HT f dx~HT are :

dHN
0+ct> -~- w2 (3.6a)
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-M-f d_w2

<9M"

-d+U~
0A+

OHÇ

(-2e2A~ - 2ew2)

d+^ ~ an-

JV

(n- + a_A-)

-»?**-!£

-^IL
ÖKJ,

(-3_n_ +2e2A" -2e2A+)

0

ir

o

(n-c/_0-2eA+)

9+wi
diiNr

ö+n,„,
dHNr

dw1

9j.ui2
dH?
9TlW2

dH% - m -

(3.66)

(3.6c)

(3.6d)

(3.6e)

(3.6/)

(3.65)

(3.6/1)

(3.60

(3.6;)

These are the equations of motion of the theory that preserve the constraints of the theory
in the course of time. For Poisson bracket { } of two functions A and B, we choose the
convention :

{A(x).B(y)}p:= dz~ £ dA(x) dB(y) dA(x) dB(y)
dga(z)dpa(z) dpa(z)dqa(z)

(3.7)

Demanding" that the primär)' constraint px be preserved in the course of time, we
obtain the secondary constraint

p3 := {/»!¦<}P [ô_n- + 2c2(,r - .4+)] « 0 (3.8)

The preservation of p3 for all time does not give rise to any further constraints. The
preservation of p2 for all time also does not yield any further constraints. The theory
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is thus scon to possess only three constraints px, p2 and p3. The matrix of the Poisson
brackets of the constraint p, is

Sa0(w,z) {pa(w) pß(z))v

0 0 2e2S(w~ - z~
0 -2d_S(w~ - z~) 2ed_5(w~ - z'

-2e 5(w~ - z~) 2ed_6(uj" - z~) -Ae'd_6(u~ — :

(3.9)

The matrix Saa is seen to be non-singular implying that the set of constraints pt is second-

class and that the theory described by the action S (3.1) is a gauge-non-invariant theory.
The reduced Hamiltonian of the theory HR J dx~H'R. obtained from the total Hamiltonian

HT (3.5), after implementation of the constraints Pi is given by

H^ l'dx-i1-(n-)2-,2(A-r-].

The Dirac bracket { }D of two functions A and B is defined as [12]

[A. B}D := {A. B}P- I dw-dz- £[{A, Ta(w)}F
¦' a,ß

lAZ^w, z)]{Tß(z),B}P].

(3.10)

(3.11)

Where Ti are the constraints of the theory and Aaj(u:. z)'[:= {Tn(w). Tß(z)}r] is the
matrix of the Poisson brackets of the constraints Tt. The transition to quantum theory
is made by the replacement of the Dirac brackets by the operator commutation relations
according to :

{A,B}D^(-i)[A,B] i=v/=ï. (3.12)

Finally, the nonvanishing equal light-cone-time (x — y commutators obtained for
the gauge-non-invariant front-form theory £' (3.1) are :

(x-),U(y-)] -i5(x--y-) (3.13a)

(x-),ll-(y-)] --iee(x- -y-)

lA-(x-),U(y-)] --i8_5(x--y-)

lA+(x-),Tl-(y-)] iô(x--y-)

l<p(x ).f)(y )] ~-Ae(x - y

(3.136)

(3.13c)

(3.13a!)

(3.13e)
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l<P(x-),A-(y-)] ±iô(x- -y-) (3.13/)

lA-(x-),A-(y-)] -±id_5(x--y-) (3.13p)

[A-(x-), A+(y-)] -i-u/_ô(x- - /y") (3.13A)

in(x-),U(y-)] -\id_8(x- - y") (3.13z)

[n(.7,--),n-(?;")] -ie5(x- - y~) (3.13;/)

[n-(x-),n-(2/-)] -ie2e(x--t/-) (3.13*)

Here e(x~ — ?y is a step function defined as :

« (* -2/ S - -wn • (3-14)
I -1 ¦ (x -y < 0

3B. Construction of the Gauge-Invariant Theory : The Stueckelberg

Term

In constructing a gauge-invariant model corresponding to C (3.1), wc calculate the

Stueckelberg term for C For this, we enlarge the Hilbert space of the theory described
by £' and introduce a new field 9. called the Stueckelberg field [14,15.9,7]. through the

following redefinition of fields tp and A in the original Lagrangian density C (the motivation

for which comes from the gauge transformations (3.27) of the expected gauge-invariant
theory (3.16) :

0_,.$ (£_0; AA± -)• A± A±Ad^9 (3.15)

the Stueckelberg field 9 is a full Quantum field [14.15.9.7]. Performing the changes (3.15)

density as :

CN + Cs (3.16a)

in C we obtain the modified Lagrangian density as

ith
CS [(1 - 2e + 2e2)(d+9)(d_9) - (1 - 2e)(d+f>)(d_9)

- (0+9)(0_ip) + 2e(c - l)A+(d+9) - e2(8+9)2 (3.166)

-2e2A~(d+e-d_e)]
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Here £ is the appropriate Stueckelberg term corresponding to £ We shall see later
that £ describes a gauge-invariant theory possessing a set of three first-class constraints.
In fact, we will be able to recover the physical content of the gauge-non-invariant theory
described by £' (3.1). under some special choice of gauge.

The Euler-Lagrange equations obtained from £ are :

2d+d_4> d_d_e + (1 - 2c)d+0_9 - 2ed+A+ (3.17a)

eJ+ := 0+(0+A+ - d_A~) 2e2A~ + 2e'd+f> + 2e(e - l)d+9 (3.176)

e.j_ := d„(d+A+ - d_A~) 2e2(A~ - A+) + 2e2(d+0 - d_9) (3.17c)

[2e2d+d+9 - (1 - 2e + 2e2)d+d_9 + 2(1 - c)0+0_ip + 2eO+A +

- 2c2(0+A+ + d_A~ - d+A~)] 0

The vector current (Jß) has the divergence :

(3.17d)

dvr: \dv(dl,F^) o+J_^d_.i+
e

2d+d_0 + (2e2 - l)d+d_e - 2ed+A+ (3-18)

2e(e - l)d+(d_9) + 3_(d_9)

which is seen to vanish in the gauge —(8_9) 0 (which is a consequence of the unitary
gauge choice d''9 0 to be considered later). This implies that the theory possesses at the
classical level, a vector gauge symmetry under the gauge dß9 0. The divergence of the
axial-vector current Jif, at the same time, is (by virtue of the Euler-Lagrange equations
(3.17)) non-zero Is'1" -A'11, s01 +1) :

dA ¦¦= Ö£""F^ "(ö+-4+ - ö-4") - ° ^19)

this further implies that under the gauge d^9 0 the theory £ does not possess any
vector-gauge anomaly. On the other hand, for the gauge-non-invariant theory £' one
has a nonvanishing divergence of vector-current (J1'), implying that the latter theory is

anomalous.

3C. Hamiltonian Formulation of the Gauge-Invariant Theory

The light-cone canonical momenta for the gauge-invariant theory described by £ (with
nfl being the light-cone momentum canonically conjugate to the Stueckelberg field 9) are :

n+:= d£._. =0 (3.20a)
d(d,A
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n-:=1J^)=(d+A+-d_A-) (3.206)

n := TiT^A d-<t> + 2eA+ - C1 - 2e)(ö_0) (3.20c)

9£J
ne := ^T-0) 2e2(0-0 ^A+-A-)- 2e2(8+e) - n (3.20d)

Equations (3.20a) and (3.20c) imply that £ possesses two primary constraints :

iPx:=II+kQ (3.21a)

ip2 := [U. - d_<j> - 2eA+ + (1 - 2e)d_9] « 0 (3.216)

The canonical Hamiltonian density corresponding" to £ is :

n'c -.= n+(ô+A-) + n-(ö+A+) + u(0+4>) + ne(o+e) - c'
: d(Tl-)2 + IT(5_A-) + e2(A")2 - 2e2A+A"

2e2A-(o_ö) - -—[nfl - (1 - 2e + 2e2)(d_e) + d_<p
Ae

2e(e-l)A+ + 2e2A-]2}

(3.22)

After including the primary constraints ip1 and ip2 in the canonical Hamiltonian density

Hc with the help of Lagrange multiplier fields u and v, one can write the total
Hamiltonian density of the theory T-LT as :

n1T n1c + n+u + [n - o_<p - 2eA+ + (i - 2e)d_e]v (3.23)

the Hamilton's equations of motion of the theory obtained from the total Hamiltonian
HT f dx~riT, are :

d+4> lm v (3-24a)

-d+U -* -{8_ne - (1 - 2e + 2e2)0_d_9 + 8_d_<p ^- 2e(e - l)d_A+ + 2e2d_A~] f d_v

d+A- ^=u (3.24c)
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-a+n- §f§ =£^{n. - (i - 2e + 2e2)y_ö + 8_<p
{3Ud)

-2e(e- l).4+ + 2c2.-r} - 2e2A" - 2ev]

d,A+ i n" + 0_A~ (3.24e)

-2+n~ ^ [ - {He - (1 - 2c + 2e2)ô_0

+ 9_(^ - 2e(e - 1)A+ + 2e2.4~ }
(3-24/)

- Ö_n- + 2e2(.4" - A+) - 2c2d_9]

BH^ —1

^=^~[ne-(l-2e + 2e^ +^ (3245)

-2e(e- 1)A+ +2e2A_]

-cL!!, 'T
09

[-^2 (1 - 2e + 2e2)c)_{-(l - 2e + 2c2)0J (3.24ft)

+ nfl + ö_0-2e(e- l)A+ + 2e2.4-}

+ 2e29_A- - (l-2e)ô_r]

9Ht
(9+u Inf ° (3'24z)

-a+nu -^ ir (3.24,)

0+v g 0 (3.24*)

-9+n, -^ [n - 9_</> - 2eA+ + (1 - 2e)<9_tf] (3.24/)

These are the equations of motion of the theory that preserve the constraints of the
theory in the course of time. Demanding that the primary constraint ipx be preserved in
the course of time, we obtain the secondary constraint

ip3 := {w?4}p [0_n- +nfl - (1 - 2e)(d_e)
(3.25)

+0_P + 2eA+]xO
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The preservation of ip3 for all time does not give rise to any further constraints. The
preservation of ip2 for all time also does not yield any further constraints. The theory is

thus seen to possess three constraints tpx,ip2 and ip3. The matrix of the Poisson brackets
of the constraints ipi is :

"0 0

0 -2d_S(w~ - z~

.0 2d_6(w~-z~

0

2d_5(w~ - z~)
—2d_S(w~ — z~)

(3.26)

The matrix Taß is clearly singular implying that the set of constraints ipi is first-class

and that the theory described by £ is a gauge-invariant theory. In fact, the Lagrangian
density £ is seen to be invariant under the time-dependent chiral gauge transformations :

5A+ d_0 .5A- 0+ß ,5<P

Su d+d+ß ,Sv —d+ß

-ß 69 -ß
(3.27a)

ónJ SUSI! SUtì SU.. SU, 0 (3.276)

where ß ß(x'
the theory HR
ib, is given by :

x is an arbitrary function of its arguments. The reduced Hamiltonian of
: / dx HR. obtained from HT. after the implementation of the constraints

n •R I r/.7.--^(n-)2 + U-(d_A~) + e2(A~)2 - 2c2A+A~ - 2c2'A~8

(2e2d_0-d_U
1

ie~2' 2e2A++2e2A^)2]

(3.28)

In onlcr to quantize the theory using Dirac's procedure [12]. one has to convert the
set of first-class constraints of the theory into a set of second-class ones. This one can
achieve by imposing arbitrarily, some additional constraints on the system in the form
of gauge-fixing conditions or the gauge-constraints. For this, we go to a special gauge
given by dß9 0 (or equivalently d+0 0 and -0_9 0). and accordingly choose the

gauge-fixing conditions of the theory as [4,15.9] :

q -(dj) ~ 0 (3.29a)

ç, [ne + 0_tp - 2e(e - 1)A+ + 2e2.4-] « 0 (3.296)

With the gauge-fixing conditions (3.29), the total set of constraints of (he theory
becomes

£i tfi ir o (3.30a)
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£2 yj2 [n - (8_<P) - 2eA+ + (1 - 2e)(9_0)] « 0 (3.306)

£3 ^3 [(ö_n~) + ne - (1 - 2e)(d_9) + (d_<p) + 2eA+] ~ 0 (3.30c)

£4 - cx -(d_e) « 0 (3.30d)

£5 ç2 [nfl + a_</; - 2e(e - 1)A+ + 2e2A~j « 0 (3.30e)

The matrix of the Poisson brackets of the constraints^, namely, Map(w. z) := {Ça(w),Çg(z)
is then calculated. The nonvanishing matrix elements of the matrix Map(w,z) are :

M15 -M5] -2e2J(w" - z~) 3.31a)

M22 M33 -2d_S(w~ - 2") (3.316)

M23 M32 2d_S(w~ - z~) (3.31c)

M25 M52 2(1 - e)d_<5(w_ - z~) (3.31d)

M34 M43 -d_S(w~ - z~) (3.31e)

M35 M53 (2e2 - l)a_*r>- - 2") (3.31/)

M45 M54 -S_J(uT -z') (3.31g)

The matrix MQo is seen to be nonsingular and therefore its inverse exists. The non-
vanishing elements of the inverse of the matrix MQ/3 (i.e.. the elements of the matrix
(M~l)aß are :

(M-1)u ^d_S(w--z~) (3.32a)

(M-l)12 -(M"1)21 l^]5(w- - z') (3.326)

(M~l)l3 -(M-1)31 l~]5(w- - z') (3.32c)
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(M-l)14 -(M~\x [(2g2~2e22e + 1W- - z~) (3.32a")

(M-\h ~(M-\X l^]S(w- - z-) (3.32e)

(M-1)22 l^-]e(w--z~) (3.32/)

(M~l)24 (M-l)A2 [-j-]«*»' - z-) (3.32ff)

-1,
2

(M-1)34 (M-\3 [—]e(w- - z-) (3.32/0

and

dz~M(x, z)M~1(z, y) l5x5o(x- - y~) (3.33)

The nonvanishing equal light-cone time (x+ y+) commutators of the gauge-invariant
front-form described by £ under the gauge (3.29) are finally obtained as :

ltP(x-),U(y-)] ^iS(x--y-) (3.34a)

lé(x-).U-(y-)] -Uee(x--y-) (3.346)

lA-(x-),U(y-)] -^-d_5(x- - y~) (3.34c)
2e

lA+(x-),U~(y-)] iS(x~ - y') (3.34d)

I4>(x-),4>(y-)] --Mx' -y~) (3.34e)
4

l<P(x-).A-(y-)] j-i,)(x- -y~) (3.34/)

lA~(x-),A-(y-)] -^1id_5(x--y-) (3.345)

[A-(x-).A+(t/-)] _-LiS_5(s- -y) (3.34/1)
Ze
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[U(x-).U(y-)] -l-idJ(x- - y~) (3.34/)

[n(x--).n-(?,-)] -ie5(x- - y-) (3.34J)

lU-(x-).U-(y-)] -ie2e(x- - y~) (3.34*)

(x-),Ug(y-)] l-i(\ + 2e)S(x- - y~) (3.34/)

[A-(x-),Ue(y-)] l-id_S(x-- y-) (3.34m)

lA+(x-),Utheta(y-)] ~,0_S(x- - y~) (3.34,0

ie(x-),Ue(y-)] 2iS(x--y-) (3.34o)

lU(x-).Ug(y-)] |f(l - 2e)9_o(x- - y~) (3.34p)

pl-(a:-),n9(»-)] ie(e - l)J(a:- - y") (3.34a)

[n9(2;-).ns(ì/-)] -Ì;(2e-l)2c/_r5(x---?/-) (3.34r)

Following the sequence of reasoning- offered in [4,15,9,7], it is easy to see that (3.34)

together with Hc (3.22) under the gauge (3.29), reproduce precisely the quantum system
described by £ (3.1) [4,15,9.7]. The gauge (3.29) translates the gauge-invariant version
of the theory described by £ into the gauge-non-invariant one described by £' A
comparison of (3.34) and (3.13) reveals that (3.34a - 3.34k) coincide completely with (3.13)
as they should. The additional commutators appearing in (3.34) (viz.. (3.341)-(3.34r))
express merely the dependence on 9 and Ug. In fact, the physical Hilbert spaces of the two
theories (£ and £' are the same. The addition of the Stueckelberg term (£ to the

theory (i.e.. to £ enlarges only the unphysical part of the full Hilbert space of the theory
£ without modifying the physical content of the theory. The Stueckelberg field 0 itself,
in fact, represents only an unphysical degree of freedom and correspondingly the physics
of the theories with and without the Stueckelberg term remains the same [4,15.9.7].
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For the later use (in the next section), for considering the BRST formulation of the

gauge-invariant theory described by £ wc convert the total Hamiltonian density JiT into
the first-order Lagrangian density

£/0 u+(d+A~) + u-(d+A+) + u(d+,p) + ue(d+e)

+ uu(o+u)^uv(d+v)-nIT

{-^(rn2 + ne(d+9) + uu(d+u) + uv(o+v) + n-(9+A+)

- e2(A")2 + 2e2A+A~ 4- 2e2A~(d_9) - l(-d_4> - 2eA+)

+ (1 - 2e)d_9](d+4>) + ^2-[ne - (1 - 2e + 2e2)(0_9)

Ad_d>- 2e(e - 1)A+ + 2e2A~]2}

In the above equation (3.35). the terms n+(<9+/l~ — u) and U(d+(/> — v) drop out in view
of the Hamilton's equations (3.24c) and (3.24a).

3D. The BRST Formulation of the Gauge-Invariant Theory

3D1. The BRST Invariance

For the BRST formulation of the theory, we rewrite the gauge-invariant theory £ as

quantum system which possesses the generalized gauge invariance called BRST symmetry.
For this, we first enlarge the Hilbert space of our gauge-invariant model £ and replace the
notion of gauge transformation which shifts operators by c-number functions by a BRST
transformation which mixes operators with Bose and Fermi statistics. We then introduce
new anti-commuting variables c and c (Grassmann numbers on the classical level, operators
m the quantized theory) and a commuting variable 6 such that [14,15.9.7.17] :

Sf> SB -c : SA+ d_c : 5A~ d.c ; Su d.d.c (3.36a)

Sv -0+c : SU 5Ue 6U^ SU' SU,, 5UV 0 (3.366)

Sc 0 ; Sc 6 5b 0 (3.36c)

;--with the property 6=0. We could now define a BRST-invariant function of the

dynamical variables to be a function
/(^,A+,A",ö,«,w,c,c,6,n,n+,n",n9,ntt,nv,nc,ni«,ii6) such that Sf o.
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3D2. Gauge-Fixing in the BRST Formalism

Performing gauge-fixing in the BRST formalism implies adding to the first-orier
Lagrangian density (3.35) a trivial BRST-invariant function [14.15.9.7.17]. Wc thus write
the gauge-fixing quantum Lagrangian density (taking e.g. a trivial BRST-invariaat function

as follows [14,15,9.7,17] :

£brst ¦= Uo + tlc(d+A- + d_9 +l-b+A+- <p]

(n-)2 + Ue(d+9) + Uu(d+u) + Uv(d+v) - e2(A-)2 + U-(d+AJ
1

~ ~2
+ 2e2A+A" + 2e2A~(d_9) - [-d_(j> - 2eA"

+ (\-2e)(d_9)](d+<P)

A —îlUg - (1 - 2e A 2e2)(d_9) + d_f> - 2e(c - 1)A+
4ez

+ 2e2A-]2 + 6{c(d+A~ + d_9 + -b + A+ - è)]

the last term in the above equation (3.37) is the extra BRST-invariant gauge-fixh.g term.
Using the definition of 6 we can rewrite CBRST (with one integration by parts) :

1

21

+ 2e2A+A~ + 2e2A-(d_<9) - [-d_<p - 2eA"

£brst - -i(n")2 + M9J) + Tlu(8+u) + Uv(8+v) - e2(A-)2 + n"(9+A+)

+ (1 - 2e)d_9](d+à) + -jpl9 - (1 - 2c + 2e2)(8_9) (3.38)
4e^

Ad_é- 2e(e - 1)A+ + 2e2A~]2 + hr + b(d+A~

4- 0_G -r A — ip) A (d+iZ)(d+c) — cc

Proceeding classically, the Euler-Lagrange equation for 6 reads :

-b (d+A~ + d_e + A+ - <p) (3.39)

the requirement 6b 0 (cf. (3.36c)) then implies :

-5b I5(d+A~) + 5(d_9) + 6A+ -6<p] 0 (3.40)

which in turn implies
-d+(d+c) c. (3.41)

The above equation is also an Euler-Lagrange equation obtained by the variation of CBRST
with respect to c. We now define the bosonic momenta in the usual way so that :

d(d,A
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the fermionic momenta are, however, defined using the directional derivatives such that
[14,15.9.7,17] :

n=:= CbrstWJ) d+ë 'n* '= WJ)Cbrst d+c (3-43)

implying that the variable canonically conjugate to c is (d.c) and the variable conjugate to
c is (d+c). In constructing the quantum Hamiltonian density HBRST from the Lagrangian
density in the usual way one has to keep in mind that the former has to be Hermitian.
Accordingly, we have [14,15,9,7,17] :

nBRST := U+(d+A~) + U-(d+A+) + n(9+0) + Ue(d+9)

+ uu(d+u) + uv(d+v) + uc(d+c) + (d+c)u, - cBRST

I(H-)2 +n^(9_A-) + e2(A-)2 - 2e2A+A- - 2e2A~(8_9)

- A[n9 - (1 - 2e + 2e2)(<9_0) 4- d_f> - 2e(e - 1)A+

+ 2e2A-]2 - ^(n+)2 - U+(d_9 + A+-tP) + UcUe + cc

We can check the consistency of (3.43) with (3.44) by looking at Hamilton's equations for
the fermionic variables i.e. (cf. Ref. [14,15,9,7,17])

OU ^BRST +C _ ^-BRST
Qr]d+c - -TTTrJ-i-BRST : d+c - ^-BRSTjZrT- (3.45)

thus we sec that

B 9*~
d+c g^r-^BRST nc d+C ^BRSTgfT- Uc (3-46)

is in agreement with (3.43). For the operators c. c. d+c and 8+c. one needs to specify the
anti-commutation relations of 8+c with c or of 8+c with c, but not of c with c. In general,
c and c are independent canonical variables and one assumes that [14,15,9,7,17] :

{nc. ng} {c. c) 0 : 8+ {c, c} 0 (3.47a)

{0+c,c} -{B+c.c} (3.476)

where { } means an anticommutator. We thus see that the anticommutators in (3.47b)
are non-trivial and need to be fixed. In order to fix these, we demand that c satisfy the
Heisenberg equation [14,15,9,7,17] :

lc,riBRST]=id,c (3.48)
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and using the property c c =0. one obtains

[c> hbrst\ (9+c, c}9+c (3.49)

Equations (3.47)-(3.49) then imply

{d+c,c} -{d+c,c} i. (3.50)

Here the minus sign in the above equation is non-trivial and implies the existence of states
with negative norm in the space of state vectors of the theory [14.15.9,7,17].

3D3. The BRST Charge Operator

The BRST charge operator Q is the generator of the BRST transformation (3.36). It is

nilpotent and satisfies Q 0. It mixes operators that satisfy Bose and Fermi statistics.
According to its conventional definition, its commutators with Bose operators and its
anticommutators with Fermi operators for the present theory satisfy :

[U,Q] (-0_c-8_0+c) ;l<p,Q] d+c (3.51a)

[A+,Q] 8_c;lA-.Q] 8+c (3.516)

19.Q] -c ;lUg,Q]= (I - 2e)[0_c - 0_d+c] (3.51c)

{c.Q} 0_a> + 2eA+ - U+ - U - (1 -2e)(d_9) (3.51d)

[U~,Q] 2e(c + 0+c) (3.51e)

{d+c,Q} (1 - 2e)d_9 - dJT -Ue- 0_<t> - 2eA+ (3.51/)

All other commutators and anti-commutators involving Q vanish. In view of (3.51). the
BRST charge operator for the present theory can be written as [14.15.9.7.17] :

Q jdx~lic{dJT +Ug - (l-2e)d_9 + d_<ß + 2e.A'}

- i(d+c){U+ + u - d_<p - 2e.A+ + (1 - 2e)d_9}]
(3.52)

this equation implies that the set of states satisfying the condition

U+\ip) 0 (3.53a)
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[n - 8_<p - 2eA+ 4- (1 - 2e)d_6]\ip) 0 (3.536)

[d_n- + Ue - (1 - 2e)d_9 + 0_<P + 2eA+)]]ip) 0 (3.53c)

belongs to the dynamically stable subspace of states \ip) satisfying Q\ip) 0, i.e., it belongs
to the set of BRST-invariant states.

In order to understand the condition needed for recovering the physical states of the
theory we write the operators c and c in terms of fermionic annihilation and creation
operators. For this purpose we consider Eq. (3.41) (namely, -d+8+c c). The solution
of this equation gives the Heisenberg operator c(t) where r(= x+) is the light-cone time
variable, (and correspondingly c(t)) as [14,15,9,7,17] :

c(t) e"B + e-1TD ; c(t) e~iTB^ + e,T£>t (3.54)

which at time r 0 imply

c c(o) B + D;c c(o) B^ + D* (3.55)

0+c 8+c(o) i(B - D) ; 0+c. 8+c(o) -i(pt _ £>t) (3.56)

By imposing the conditions [14,15,9,7,17] :

c2 c2 {c, c} {d+c, 8+c} 0 ; (3.57)

one then obtains

{d+c,c} i -{d+c,c} (3.58)

B2 + {B. D} + D2 pt2 + {ßti £»t} + ot2 0 (3.59a)

{B, fit} + {D, £>t} 4- {B, Dt} + {B\ D) 0 (3.596)

{P,pt} 4-{£>,£>*} _ {B.D^}-{B\D} 0 (3.59c)

{B.B^} -{D,DÌ} -{B,DÌ} + {D,BÌ} -1 (3.59d)

{B, fit} - {D, £>t} + {ß, £>t} - {£>. pt} _i (3.59e)
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with the solution
B2 D2 Pt2 £)t2 o (3.60a)

{B.D} {PT.Z?} {P.£»t} {ßt,I>t} o (3.606)

{pti5}==ZÌ:{£>t. £>} +!. (3.60c)

We now let |0) denote the fermionic vacuum for which

P|0) £>|0) 0 (3.61)

Defining |0) to have norm one, (3.60c) implies

(0|Ppt|0) -1/2 ; (0\DD<\Q) +1/2 (3.62)

so that
pt|0) #0 ;D*\0) ^0 (3.63)

The theory is thus seen to possess negative norm states in the fermionic sector. The
existence of these negative norm states as free states of the fermionic part of "rlBRST is

however, irrelevant to the existence of physical states in the orthogonal subspace of the
Hilbert space.

In terms of fermionic annihilation and creation operators the quantum Hamiltonian
density is

rlBRST kn-)2 4- U-(d_A~) 4- e2(A~)2 - 2e2A+A~ - 2e2A~(d_9)

o2 [ne - (1 - 2e + 2e2)(8_9) + 3_<p - 2e(e - 1)A+

2e2A-]2-^(U^r-U+(3_9 + A+

(3.64)

4- 2(ptß -f- D^D)

and the BRST charge operator Q is

Q j dx~liB{(d_U- +Ug- (l-2e)8_9 + d_<P + 2eA+)

- i(U+ + U-d_(p- 2eA+ + (I - 2e)3_9)} (3 65)

+ iD{(dJT A Ue - (1 - 2e)0_9 4- B_f> + 2eA+)

4- i(U+ +U-0_<P- 2eA+ 4- (1 - 2e)d_9)}]

Now because Q\ip) 0, the set of states annihilated by Q contains not only the set of
states for which (3.53) holds, but also additional states for which

B\ip) D]ip) 0 (3.66a)
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U+\iP) / 0 (3.666)

[n - 8_f> - 2eA+ + (1 - 2e)8_9]\v) + 0 (3.66c)

IBJT 4- Ug - (1 - 2e)5_0 4- d_d> + 2eA+]\iP) / 0 (3.66d)

The Hamiltonian is, however, also invariant under the anti-BRST transformations (in
which the role of c and —c gets interchanged) given by [14.15,9,7,17] :

Sd> 59 c : 6A+ — d_c ; 5A~ —d,c : ó'u —B+8+c ; 5v d+c (3.67a)

5U 6Ug ; 6U+ 6U- 6UU 6UV 0 (3.676)

Sc 0 :6c= -b ,6b 0 (3.67c)

with generator or anti-BRST charge

Q jdx~l-ic{B_U- +Ug- (l-2e)0_e + B_é+2eA+}

+ i(3+c){U+ + U-3_4>- 2eA+ + (1 - 2e)d_G)]
(3.68)

(3.69)

dx-[-iBÎ{(3_U- +ILj-(l -2e)9_6>4-<9_</>4-2eA+)

4- i(U+ + U-3_(p- 2eA+ + (1 - 2e)d_9)}

- iDÌ{(8_U~ + Ue - (1 - 2e)d_e + d_f> + 2eA+)

- i(UM +U-3_(p- 2eA+ 4- (1 - 2e)d_0)}]

We also have

IQ,HBRST] IQ,HBRST]=0 (3.70a)

hbrst I dx~KBRST (3.706)

and we further impose the dual condition that both Q and Q annihilate physical states,
implying that :

Q|V> 0 (3.71a)

Q\iP) 0 (3.716)
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The states for which (3.53) hold, satisfy both the above conditions (3.71a) and (3.71b)
and, in fact, are the only states satisfying both of these conditions since, although with
(3.60)

2(ptp4-£>tD) -2(Ppt + Z)£)t) (3.72)

there are no states of this operator with P'|0) 0 and Dl |0) =0 (cf. (3.63)). and hence

no free eigenstates of the fermionic part oiHBRST which are annihilated by each of B, B',
D, Dl. Thus the only states satisfying (3.71) are those satisfying the constraints (3.21)
and (3.25). Further, the states for which (3.53) hold, satisfy both of the conditions (3.71a)
and (3.71b) and in fact, are the only states satisfying both of these conditions (3.71a) and
(3.71b), because in view of (3.57) and (3.58). one can not have simultaneously, c. 0+c.
and c, 8+c, applied to \ip) to give zero. Thus the only states satisfying (3.71) are those
that satisfy the constraints of the theory (3.21) and (3.25). and they belong to the set of
BRST-invariant and anti-BRST-invariant states.

One can understand the above point in terms of fermionic annihilation and creation
operators as follows. The condition Q\ip) 0 implies that the set of states annihilated
by Q contains not only the states for which (3.53) holds, but also additional states for
which (3.66) holds. However, Q\ip) 0 guarantees that the set of states annihilated by Q

contains only the states for which (3.53) holds, simply because B' \ip) / 0 and D' \ü>) ^ 0.

Thus, in this alternative way also we see that the states satisfying Q\ip) Q\ip) 0 (i.e..
satisfying (3.71)) arc only those that satisfy the constraints of the theory (3.21) and (3.25)
and also that these states belong to the set of BRST invariant and anti-BRST-invariant
states.

Towards the end. we like to make an important observation that some interesting-
work on the same model has been done in Refs. [18,19]. The instant-form of the chiral
Schwinger model discovered in [10] correspond to a regularization different from those
involved in the class of models studied earlier [1-7]. The gauge field becomes massive once

again, but the massless excitation that remains in this case appears to be chiral from the

counting of degrees of freedom. In [18], it has been shown that the Pauli-Villars method
can accomodate Lorentz noninvariant regularizations and thereby lead to the bosonized
instant-form action of [10]. Gauge invariant reformulation of the instant-form model [10]
has also been studied in [18]. In [19], the instant-form model [10] has been solved and
its exact fermion propagator has been derived in a path integral approach. Further, the

operator solutions of the instant-form theory in the bosonized and fermionic forms have

also been obtained in [19]. For the details of this work we refer to the work of Refs [18.19].
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